Policy on Disclosing Company Support

In 2010, the AAPM&R adopted the Council of Medical Specialty Societies (CMSS) Code for Interactions with Companies. In order to be compliant with the code, the following applies.

The AAPM&R will disclose company support for educational grants, corporate sponsorships/support, charitable contribution and support for research grants making this available to members and the public on the AAPM&R website.

The relationships should be disclosed at least on an annual basis and will contain the following information:

- Company name
- Category of support (e.g., Educational Grant, Corporate Sponsorship/Support, Charitable Contribution, Research Grant)
- Time period of support
- Dollars received, disclosed in one of the following ranges only (not specific dollar amount):
  - $1-$14,999
  - $15,000-$44,999
  - $50,000-$74,999
  - $75,000+